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BUS FOLDERS

Participants list Every individual on the bus must be accounted for and the 
names of the drivers provided.

Vehicle checklist This must be completed before and after each journey. Boxes 
must not simply be ticked without checking areas of the bus.

Fuel Always fill up the tank with DIESEL after each use and leave 
your receipt in the wallet with the name of your club on it. For 
trips to riverside please put £2 into the wallet. In the event that 
the tank is not full before use, take note of fuel level and fill it 
back up to that point.

PARKING

SU Spaces Only park minibuses in yellow SU parking spaces located in the 
areas shown below (1 and 2)

Overflow The overflow car park is located behind the ISE and is accessible 
from the car park across from the life sciences building. (3)

Arnold Clark Arnold Clark buses take priority for SU spaces. When possible only 
Sports’ Union buses should be parked in the new car park behind 
ISE (3)

RIVERSIDE

Bus bookings For normal training buses are not guaranteed, please book but 
check on the day if you will have one

Route to riverside Please drive to riverside via Perth Road and Botanic Gardens. 
DO NOT drive down Roseangle.

BUS RULES AND PROCEDURES
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***Failure to do any of the following will receive a warning in the first instance. Repeated abuse 
will be met with fines and bus bans. They are your buses. Treat them how you would like to find 
them.

TREATMENT OF BUSES

Numbers on board There is zero tolerance for overloading the buses. Any club 
caught doing so will be banned from using the buses. 

Hygiene All clubs using the buses must clean up any rubbish after 
use

Behaviour Under no circumstances is alcohol to be consumed on the 
buses. When travelling in the buses your represent the 
university. Any negative behaviour reflects very badly on the 
university

ACCIDENTS

Accident form In the event of any bump/crash fill out the accident report 
form in as much detail as possible

RAC card Use the RAC card in the wallet to call breakdown assistance 
and call the SU President immediately


